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1S48.

Colonial Secretary.

Colonial Secretary’s Office, 
Stanley.

Met. Officer 
Supr. E.& T. Dept.

By Command,

■''mJ

It is hereby notified that His Excellency has been 
pleased to appoint the following gentlemen to constitute 
a Committee to enquire into and report upon all outstand
ing W/T requirements and to recommend the best means of 
meeting them:.-

Chairman
Deputy "

Hon. Secretary.
Member.

t!
t!
n
tt
n

3rd December,

Colonial Secretary.
F.. • Kift , Esq.

D. McHa light on Jsq.
..ajor K.S.P. Butler. Sec. F.I.D.S.
K.A. Cunnington, Eso. Information Officer
D. Hallett, Esq.
G. A. Ho wk ins, Esq.
A. Mercer, Esq. ,
V. H. Spencer, Esq.

Ho, 0438/H



dUNICATIONS

Collections, .and Distribution of Het .Information,I.EXPLANATION
1. Met. observations are taken, by international agreement, at

1200, 1800 and 2300 MT.
2. It is a generally accepted national commitment for eaoh nation to
collect reports from stations in its own territory and to rebroadcast

soon as possible after the times ofthese in collective messages, as
observation. These messages are intercepted by countries requiring
the information for immediate use for forecasting.

The countries known to be interested in reports from the Falklands
and Dependencies are

Brazil (Rio de Janeiro), Uruguay (Montevideo),
Chi]>o (Santiago).

3. It is also the practice for certain countries to rebroadcast
selected stations from a group of national oMlootives, in the form
of a regional or continental message. Thus Uruguay was appointed by

held in B.Aires, to issue regional collectives three times daily
(190 minutes after the hour of observation) and covering Southern
Brozil, Paraguay, Bolivia, Uruguay and The Falklands and Dependencies.
Such regional collectives are designed for use by more distant groups
of countries which do not require such a dense pattern of reports
or such early transmissions as in para. 2 above.

The Naval authorities in South Africa (Simonstown) are known to
be particularly interested in such reports from the
dependencies.

11. Issue of Bulletins containing Forepus to and Gale Warnings
1. These are based on synoptic maps constructed from the observations
made at the above standard hours, and the bulletins are normally
available for issue three to four hours after the corresponding time
of observation,

Bulletins should be issued for the benefit of fanners, local shipping
and aircraft operation. It may also- be neooessary to provide a similar
service for ships at sea in the area 40 S to 70 S and 70 V/ to 30 W.
Note. Gale warnings issued for a shippiing area should be repeated at

regular intervals so lonr as the warning remains current.

I

REQUIRED FOR METEOROLOGICAL PURPOSES 
f

a recent regional conference of the International Met. Organisation,

Argentine (B.Aires), Peru (Lica)^

J? alklands; and



within one hour of observation time.
2. Issue of Falkland Islands Collective Message (FICOL) within one and
a half hours of observation time.
J. Collection of South American national collectives from Chile,
Argentine, Uruguay ( these fall between one hour and three hours after
time of observation, though some sections may soon be available within

5. R/T communications with camp stations and the aircraft, to collect

0100 ( but see also note at bottom of page

0-1 hour.)

4. Collection, once daily of a New Zealand area message at about 1600z,

Cor.ii tunica tL >ns Required.

1. Collection of reports from Dependencies and Falklands outstations

auxiliary reports whenever the aircraft is in operation.

6. Issue of local bulletins by at about 1530, 2130 ( and possibly

also at 0100) M

7. Issue of shipping bulletins by YZ/T at about 1530, 2130 and possibly 

onej .

uiio renciins current;.



The remaining member of the committee, Major Butler, was unable to be present as

for which the committee had been set up. These were broadly:

1* To investigate the radio requirements of the Colony.

2. To recommend ways and means in which to meet them.

the views
of the various interested parties.

recently received by The Governor from the Director of the Uruguayan
who had asked that the Falkland islands

collective Meteorological message (,rFICOLir) Should be transmitted
from Stanley about an hour after the taking of the routine observations

1300 and 2300 G.H.T. daily to enable them to be rebroadcast
by the Uruguayans at 190 minutes after the hours of observation. In

the Committee would discuss the whole matter
dio communications in the Colony and for this reason the aircraftof in

pilot and the Information Officer had been included.
The Secretary was instructed to prepare minutes in a fairly

avoiding reporting Ion; and complicated discussions. He
try to mention important points particularly when these

were overridden by other members of the Committee or vetoed on
financial or other grounds.

Mr Howkins opened the discussion by presenting each member with
copy of a prepared statement of the radio requirements of the Met.O

Considerable discussion followed. Hr Mercer statedService as a. whole.

Officer’s memo were mainly concerned with threeoutlined in the Met.

2.

that, while the times concerned lay within the normal working periods 
of the W/T Station, his difficulties in supplying the W/T services

The Committee had been cot up as a direct result of a request

Staff.

Other fixed-time commit/ments such as the commercial routines with 
Dorchester and Bergen.

he was visiting the Dependencies. Secretary: D.McNaughton.
The Chairman opened the meeting by outlining briefly the purposes

lo

3o

points:

Equipment and power supplies.

(ionospheric), G. Howkins (het), A. Mercer (Supt. E & T) and V.Spenoex' (Pilot)o

should, however,

concise form,

however,addition to this,

at 1200,

Meteorological Service,

- in both cases co-ordinating, (as far as possible),

IdQgJTES OF MEETING OF V.r/T CO^ITTEE - SECRETARIAT 2.15 P.M, 6/12/48.
rv-

^hainnan: Hon^ A.B.Mathews, Colonial Secretary'.

Present: Messrs. F.Kift (Deputy Chairman), K.Cunnington (information), D.Hallett



^12.
The Committee agreed that it seemed undesirXable to try to

3. and suggested that the w oblem should
first be tackled on the assumption that these would remain fixed as
at present. The possibility of using a G. 40 transmitter for Met.

on a frequency allocated to this area for shore-ship

and also a suggestion that FICOL messages

might be broadcast b

and the

since this was the only channel by which theChairman emphasised that J

outside world could obtain meteorological information from the
should accordingly make every effort to meet ourwe

int ernati onal ob1iga ti ons.
The Chairman then turned the discussion to the question of

P./T communication with Camp stations. The scheme envisaged died for
sets at a number of stations in the Camo working2

Er Hallett mentioned that
he had also suggested to His Excellency the possibility of a
frequency-operated relay installed in some constantly-manned point in

(say the telephone exchange) so that a G.amp station couldStanley, 5

if an efficient weather
watch was to be maintained.

and that communication with hiswould be fitted with VHP equipment ?

The VHP equipment suppliedbase in Stanley was his main concern
but he was doubtful whether he would make useincluded a D/F section 2

It was not a landing aid.of this except in an emergency.

Agreement was reached that:

The aircraft should carry TOP equipment and communicate with

Stanley.

a
change the times of

le#d to the question of communications during aircraft operations.
Hr Howkins emphasised the importance of constant touch being kept with

2.

Office,means of a key-line direct from the Het.

above,

Hr Spencer stated that his aircraft

daily schedules at fixed times with Stanley.

P/T "send-receive”

C amp s t ct i on s, especially those further West,

communications was noted,

Dependencies,

investigate possible arrangements to cover the new times,

by the '.7/T operator at present employed there. Hr Mercer agreed to

broadcasts,

call Stanley, in emergency, at any time. Discussion followed and soon

1. R/T communication with Stanley should be provided at Camp stations.



The3. Stanley r/t Cl
watch and keep the

In

aerial and transmitter
Office and

should he investigated.

covering the Falklands and the Dependencies, and it was pointed out
that if this requirement were met a coverage of South America to about

far North as Montevideo and Buenos Aires would be providedas
The general opinion was that the requirements could best

on
and one on short waves to ensure

reception at more distant points. Hr Mercer emphasised the advantages

Er Cunnington suggested that a medium-wave transmitter with a little

more power might be sufficient to ensure reception anywhbre and urged7

the purchase of American equipment which he stated would cost very7

much less. The Chairman doubted that dollars would be released for
equipment of a type which could be purchased in a sterling area, and
questioned the wiseness of buying American equipment which might not

and for which spares might be difficulthave long-lasting qualities ?

to obtain.
The Chairman then summarised the discussion. He pointed out

and the general scope of the Committee’s workthat much had been said
outlined. The first question to be discussed in detail was the
requirements of the Het. Service. To this end:

Hr Mercer was to investigate the possibilities of fitting in the

A further meeting was then to be held, of a sub-committee consisting

S'

Stanley, the TOP 
location.

Io

3o

of medium-wave reception,

■particular problem.

The meeting then closed.

The Chaiman. then directed attention to the question of 

ordinary broadcasting. The aim was to provide a reliable service

, with ’’talking points” at the Met. 

the airfield (for example),

Pi

especially for schools broadcasts.

do

incidentally.

medium waves for local listening,

equipment should be installed in a high, open
The possibilities of installing the 

on o. suitable hill

of the Chairman and Messrs. Kift, Mercer and. Howkins, to deal with this 

(LLa.
to■ /v /T

be met by the use of two low-power trnsmitters - one op c rat in.

required services without altering the present fixed commercial routines.
He was to report on the matter direct to the Colonial Secretary.

point should assist the Met. Officer to keep 
°h rather conditions etc. at various points 

pilot informed.



2

These had "been circularised to members, and he suggested several slight amendments.
and approved.

The Chairman then asked Hr Mercer to indicate what steps could, be taken to
the times specified in the Met. Officer* s

the V/T station

1915 and 2J5O G.1I. T. Mr Howkins said that the first
two times were excellent , but that 2JJ0 G-.M.
would be unwise to change to a time which might entail difficulty in getting the
information ready - especially since it was possible that the South American
countries might adopt norma], international practice and change over to observations

at midnight on January 1st. In this case the present 0100 G.1J.T. broadcast of
F1C0L cjfould be used, and he suggested leaving this time for the present.

Discussion followed on the reception of Dependencies information in time

for inclusion in these broadcasts and it was agreed that the following time-table
should become effective on January 1st.

from Duty Base, followed

The reception of the 1200 and 1800 G.lf.T. observations from South Georgia could

be made at any time between 1200 and 122PJ G.M.T. and 1o00 and 1845 G.M.T. The
Supt.. E & T and ‘the Let. Officer should settle this between them.
All evening routines would remain fixed as at present.

Governor, through the appropriate channels, but the Met. Officer would also -take
the customary steps to inform all interested Meteorological Services through the
FICffiL messages themselves, and by circular letter.

J

T. was rather too early. He felt it

The Committee suggested that
/Senor Galimberti should be informed of the new times in a letter from the

, (Supt. E& T). Secretary: D.LWaufiJiton. (being discussed)
Others members were absent as they were not concerned wi^tn the matter 

/The Chairman opened the meeting by considering the minutes of the last one.

and normal bases traffic.

memorandum. Mr Mercer said that, by adjusting local routines,

provide DICOL transmissions at, or about,

could issue FICOL’s at 1315$

‘Then these had been incorporated, the minutes were taken as read,

18JO G.k.T. Ditto for 1800 G.M.T. observations.

12J0 G.H. T. Weather broadcast (1200 G.L'.T. observations), 

by check, (if necessary),

1JNUTES OF LSEEPJG OF uT/T C0IEI2EEE 2. JO P.I.'. DEOEI-BER 1301. 1%B.
MrChairman: Hon./A.B. Ma thews, Colonial Secretary.

Present: Messrs. F.Kift (Deputy Chairman), G.Howkins (Het. Officer), A.Mercer
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2.

Discussion then turned to the reception of incoming synoptics from South
]j? Howkins stated that the 1200 G-.M. T. and

1800 G-.M.T. synoptics were being received at present by
The 2300 G-.L1. T. observations were not being received.

and the Met, traffic received there and sent to the office by messenger. This he
and one which should be considered only as a

it seemed the most reasonable

move, Mr Mercer said that the question was largely one of shortage of trained

pe rsonnel, and
Mason was familiar with the equipment at the ’.’/T station and couldChristmas

Hr Howkins suggested that consideration should be given to the*

Port Stephens, who had e:q>ressed a desire to work in Stanley. Discussion followed
and the following recommendations emerged:

messages at the Het. Office is generallyThe principle of receiving Het

Mason should be transferred to the 'J/Taccepted but, as a temporary measure

messengers.
2, Enquiries should be made at once about Tough’s personal and professional

qualifications. If suitable he should be offered a contract for two years,

J months period of probation), to

A starting0

salary of £175 is suggested. <

one operator at a time at the Het. Office should be re-started - but not using

operator only. At least two operators should be employed on the work - sayone

Tough and one other - doing a week at a time at the Met. Office

the allocation of responsibility for
Meteorological messages both in and out. Mr Howkins said that the Air Ministry

had made it quite clear that they did not regard it as their business, but the

Chairman felt that no useful purpose could be served by discussing the matter

America for the Meteorological service.

traffic handled by the ’T/T apprentices acting as

(subject to the satisfactory completion of a

working at the Het. Office.
Hr Mercer had suggested that Mason should now be transferred to the h/T station,

a *»V/T operator (Mason)

A brief discussion followed on

temporary measure. In the circumstances,

a rapidly increasing volume of traffic with the approach of

Io

felt to be a retrograde step,

station,

however,

employment, on a temporary basis,

materially help to relieve the pressure.

and the } ‘et,

cover the training period of the two apprentices at the W/T station,
X-X Orf

3. ’Then the situation at the '.T/T station becomes easier the practice of having

of Bruce Tough, an ex-R.N. V/T operator at



3.

/matter before the receipt of the official minutes of his (the het. Officer’s)

recent London talks.
It was agreed that the next meeting of the Committee should discuss:

R/T communications with the Camp, and comi nunicat ions for the Aircraft.
lir Kift felt that a precise specification of the type of equipment

required, preferably submitted direct to likely suppliers, would produce the best
results. The Chairman doubted the possiblity of circumventing the Crown Agents
and again expressed reluctance to recommend the purchase of American equipment.

The question of meteorological bulletins for shipping was touched on
briefly. Hr Howkins pointed out that these were normally likely to be available

and to bear
together with all other relevant points, when fixing W/T

routines with the ’’John Biscoe” and similar vessels.
The meeting was then adjourned.

at 1500 to 1530 and 2100 to 2130 G.H.T. daily. It was agreed that the ’’full 
operating periods” on the ^00-metre watch should be investigated to see whether

Secretary.

these times in mind,
any suitable times for the issue of these bulletins could be found,
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pi cation 2’02-21 scission.

Transmitter:

Receiver:

more

car

General:

A complete Trans/Rec. Unit with built-in power 
pack wd. be preferred.

— ov~t>v —

Output to one pair headphones (no L/S reqd.).
Straight or super-het.
Sensitivity requirements not stringent, but 

receiver must provide intelligible speebh with signal 
input of a few g-V.

Robust construction and simple operation (no 
than a trans/rec. snitch, a gain control, and a 
tuning control, are necessary)•

Power:

R/T only.
'.Depth of modulation - 80-100$© .
Approx. 8 W. to aerial, not more.
Frequency range: two frequencies only are 

required, at 2 Lic/s and 4.5 iic/s, Atal controlled, 
but variable tuning covering this band wd. be satis
factory, with Xtal control at 2 and 4.5 Mc/s.

Construction to be simple and robust—no meters, 
subsidiary switches, or.delicate controls.

Transmitter and Receiver to operate from a 6V.
type’battery (say 60 AH) and vibropack (or rotary 

converter, if vibropack impracticable). If 6V. type 
not available, low current consumption at 12 V (two 
6V 60" AH batteries) wd. be satisfactory.
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(cont.):

for two periods

Quantity:

Not more than 14 (?).

Maximum’ cost: ? each.

Firms to be contacted:

W.C.l.

Al so

Batteries--6V,approx. 60 Ali (£3)

Notes:

MOS.
Berry’s 25 High Holborn, 

Oxford St., W.l.
3.5.

Al so a 
This gives

Mr. Hallett) for a

A<^ <
a/>**^*~ 2

Equipt will normally be operated 
of 1 hour every day, mostly on REC.

Nev,- or used equipment wd. be suitable, pref- 
erably ex-Service, if avai1able\

See advt. Wireless World (w. 
transmitter of the kind visualized (.GPU 5 4 at £5-17-6) 
arid a receiver (type 18 Mlc.III at 37/6) . 
Trans/Rec. Unit complete (ex-RAF at £6) .
a general indication of the prices to be expected, 
although these particular equipts are probably no 
longer available. Intelligent enquiries at Home are 
likely to find the same sort of thing available now.

' Windchargers—6V. 20 Amp’. (£14-10-04 
Batteries--6V,approx. 60 Ali^ car type.

( Sho rt Wave) Ltd., 
Webb1 s. 14 So ho St., 
Premier Radio' Co. Ltd., 167 Lower Clacton Rd. 
??????.??

C.MJ.
.jeqjired:
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Colonial Secretary.

Spencer. Secn-itaiy • D. J ■ T'; a ghton.

The Minutes of the previous meeting had been circulated and when two slight9

amendments suggested by the Chairman, had been made, they were taken as read, and
accepted.

The Chairman asked the Committee to consider first -

R/T CfflWTICzl’IOI'S VISE CAI 3? STASTOPS - CHOICE OF EQUITtSTT:

A ’’specification for discussion" of suitable equipment had been prepared

by Messrs. Kift and Mallett, and several copies were circulated. There was general

agreement with this specification and with the idea thit a number of commercial

2 of the specification) should be

approached
Frequency; There was

It was agreed that the figures of 2 Mc/s

provide good service over the next few years at least.

Price: l.r Kift felt that the Crown Agents could not understand clearly Just what wa 3

wanted when they offered equipment which would cost £200-300 per set

Mercer and Hallett agreed that suitable equipment, (complete with wind chargers, if

if enquiries were made in the5

X’ i ght qua r t e rs The Chairman mentioned that when the question of these sets had
originally been brought up, a figure of this order had been mentioned, and the Sheep

The possible
increase in cost had caused them to revise this figure, but he felt that a return
to the original price range would probably encourage them to return to their
o rigina1 estimat e.
Amy 19 Sets: Mr Kift was anxious to know why Army 19 Sets, (which had been offered

had been turned down.

State, the original decision appeared to have come from Major Butler. The

correspondence did not reveal why the sets were considered unsuitable, and Messrs

Kift and Hallett could see no reason why they should be0 Mr Mercer said he had

opinion.

Recommendation.

radio firms (such as those listed on page

although the latest statement to the 
had

effect that these sets were unsuitable X^QQCKXKWOiXjas/come from the Secretary of

required)

15/12/48 AT 2, JO P.iw

a brief technical discussion of the frequencies to be used.

Owners Association had intimated that they would require 14 sets.

s and M, 5 Mc/s (1J0 and 72 metres) should

by the Crown Agents in February,
An examination of correspondence revealed that,

should be obtainable for £35-50 per set,

never seen a specification of this equipment, and could not offer a considered

. Messrs. Kift,

at a very reasonable price),

& OOllffc 

yjTES OF ff/T CmUTTEE MEETING - SECRETARIAT 

Chairman: Hon.'Mr. A.B.Mathews, C ’ ‘ ~
Kift (Deputy Chairman)

Present: Messrs./Hallett, Howkins, Mercer,



2.

Recommendstion: The Committee

should be forwarded to the

should be made as to the continued availability of Array 19 sets#

R/T COIIIJNICATIONS NITH GAM5 STATIONS - OPERATIC?! AND LOCATION:

The Chairman stated that, in so far as .Stanley was concerned the$

It was hoped to have twoequipment was primarily intended for emergency use
one in the morning and oneroutines per day between Stahley and the Camp Stations 3

to provide a reliable means of sending emergency calls of warning5

the Camp about the movements of the aircraft, and so on. It was agreed that, since
all stations would operate on the same frequencies, these routine periods would have
to be carefully guarded, and other traffic on the R/T network prohibited at that
time. Similar difficulties would arise when the aircraft was operating, or when

medical advice) was being passed from Stanley. For these

reasons the Committee agreed to a -
That very strict regulations as to the operation of R/T equipmentRecommenda tion:

should be drawn up, and that these must provide for the Control of the whole

network, when necessary, from Stanley,
the R/T equipment should be

installed, Mr Howkins said that the Het, Office would be most interested in the

be installed at the Meteorological Office,
xX

case.
Recommendation:The Committee recommended that the R/T equipment in Stanley should

X

urgent traffic (such as

Location: The Committee discussed where,

recommended that a specification of suitable 
equipment, (such as that discussed at the meeting

Crown Agents, who should be asked to contact specific radiosefirms (a list of which 

should be supplied) , as well as those with whom they normally deal, and to communicate 

the results of their enquiries to this Administration# At the same time enquiries

in the evfiing,

in Stanley,

XX ~

morning and evening routines for getting in weather reports from Camp stations, 
and would also have to keep in close touch with some of them when the aircraft 
was flying or about to fly. The Met. Office stands on a good open site and is 
normally open 12 to 14 hours a day# For feliese reasons the Met, Office might be a 
suitable place in which to install the equipment, provided it v/as used for brief 
periods only, and provided that the Met. staff would not be entailed in prolonged 
discussions with Camp stations. The Chairman assumed him that tliis would not be the

/b 0/s-o 3



^3.

Cpiu.piigATiers 7CTI THE AIRCRAFT:

Hr Kift now said he was sure that it could be done

the top of SapperXK Hill, with the microphone at the Met. Office.
Mr Spencer JWi said that he did not think another microphone at the airfield would
be required.

The Secretary was asked to record the work entailled (as a basis for the
estimation of cost etc.) This would be:

The provision of a small building to house and protect the transmitter.
2. The erection of a suitable aerial as close to the transmitter as possible.

The laying of an AC. mains connection from the torn electricity supply.3-
telephone link with the Het. Office for modulation purposes.

The question of protecting the equipment from stray bullets from the rifle
range was discussed. It was agreed that the matter should be looked into, and that

visit to the proposed site.
VHF equipment in .‘the Camp:

It was pointed out that the aircraft would be able to carry only VHP
since this had a comparatively short range, the pilot would be

out of touch with Stanley when opera ting ovex' the West Island. The Committee

Recommendstion: That a subsidiary VHF transmitter should be installed at the
to be used for passing messages to the

aircraft when operating ovex' the West Island.
hr Spencer noted that this system of regional controls was in common use

and it was agreed that Fox Bay
relajr

station to the aircraft.
As a temporary measure the R/T equipment from one of the aircraft, might

be installed at Fox Bay, but it would be better eventually to have a ground-type
transmitter such as that installed in Stanley, though the D/P section could be

suitable for the installation of the VHF aerial.

Hext meeting:

dispensed with. This equipment could be operated from the 52-volt battery bank at 
Fox Bay through the use of a rotary converter. The site at Fox Bay was considered

3.

VHF EqUin^TT pr STAHLEY:

The Chairman asked the Committee to discuss next the technical aspects

sQ I \ Scoretary

4.

to cover aircraft operations all ovex’ the world,

of ,,BROAI>CASTinG»,,>

hg a previous meeting the question was raised of modulating the VHF 

transmitter from a distance.

members of the Committee might pay a

Io

should keep in touch with Stanley by R/T, and act only in the capacity of a

Government wireless station at Fox Bay,

equipment and that,

discussed means of overcoming this difficulty and eventually agreed or. a -

The provision of a

and the meeting was t^gi adjourned.^

and the Committee reaffirmed their opinion that the equipment should, if possible, 

be installed on
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G- A Z E T T E N 0 T

17th January, 1949*

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL K.S. PIERCE BUTLER

Acting Colonial Secretary.

Li.P. No. 0438/II

VP.

With reference to Gazette Notice No. 67 of 1948 
His Excellency has been pleased to appoint

Colonial Secretary’s Office? 
Stanley.

By Coimand,

to be Chairman (vice the Colonial Secretary) of the 
W/T Committee.
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MINUTES OF MEETING OF W/'f COUJTTEE 2egO P.il, MOIIDAY DECEMBER 20TH. 1948:
Chairman: Hon. Hr A. B. Ha thews

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
There were several points arising out of the minutes.

Hr Kift pointed out that, since there was only one VHP aerial available,1
for the Stanley transmitter), it would not "be possible to install

the spare aircraft-type equipment at Fox Bay. A ground-type transmitter,

complete with aerial, would have to be obtained from U.K.

2. The Secretary expressed the view of several members t]iat an extraordinary

meeting of the Committee might be held during the holiday period, to which

farmers might be invited, and perhaps a representative of the Sheepsome
Owners Association. This would provide an opportunity for
of vie’,vs on the whole subject, and might produce some important information,
such as how many sets of R/T equipment might be ordered if the price could
be kept within a specified range.
3. The Secretary noted the fact that the aircraft had now begun to make
flights. The suggestion had been put forward that the VHP ground equipment

Office as a temporary measure, until

the final installation could be made on Sapper Hill or some other suitable

and the Committee agreed to recommend that it should be done as soon as

possible.
The Chairman then opened the discussion on the “technical side of

broadcasting” by repeating his conviction that American equipment should not
be considered when suitable substitutes could be obtained from the U.K., and

informed Mr Cunnington that there was therefore no hope of American
equipment being purchased. Hr Cunnington accepted the decision and said that
his only reason for having advanced the idea of American equipment was the
price factor, and that if a medium-power transmitter was required^America

either too big or too small, and this aggravated the purchase-price trouble

Present: Messrs. Kift (Deputy Chairman), Cunnington, Hallett, Howkins, Mercer and 
Spencer.

(the one

Secretary; D. MclTaughton.

should be installed at once at the Met.

a mutual exchange

was more likely to be able to provide it,as those produced in the U.K. were

point. Mr Mercer agreed that this should not be a very long or difficult job,
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installed at the W/T station.

suggestion was not supported by the technical members who again advocated

medium wavelengths for the Falklands themselves, and a
short-wave transmitter for the Dependencies. Hr Howkins pointed out tliat

in direct agreement XX with parao 3 of a pamphlet issued
by the Colonial Office entitled "Broadcasting Services in the Colonies -
Choice of suitable wavelengths for broadcasting" and
after further discussion the Committee eventually agreed that two
transmitters should be installed - one operating on short waves for the

and one on medium waves for the Colony itself.

The short-wave transmitter was not discussed in detail but some
discussion on the medium-wave transmitter followed. Hr Mercer said that a
wavelength of about 540 metres, in the medium wave-band (200-550 metres)

Discussion revealed that a balance would have to be struck between wave-length
and power - the shorter the wavelength the less the power required for the
same coverage. The ideal was therefore to select the.shortest wavelength
which would give reliable reception, without fading, at all times of the day,
and then choose a transmitter of the lowest power to give the necessary
coverage, Mr Hallett’s first impression was that a 500 watt transmitter
operating on a wave-length of about 500 metres with a semi-directional
rhombic aerial would be suitable. Thfis was also Hr Mercer’s impression.

member of the Committee, Major Butler, and the
complexity of the discussion at this point leaves the question in some doubt,
and further technical discussions will be required). l.'r Hallett pointed out
that if a shorter wavelength in the medium wave-band were applied for, some
indication of the power to be used and of the direction of the transmission
would have to be given.
Studio equipment:There was a considerable amount of discussion on this
point and reporting in any detail is inpossible. Agreement was eventually
reached that the studio requirements were these:

had been allocated to the Falklands, and Hr Kift pointed out that this might 
type 

transmitter of the G.40/were used.

Some discussion followed. Hr Cunnington suggested using one Co40 on 
suitaole frequencies for the whole job (Falklands and Dependencies). This

w
l»ir he re er

in File 178/jO),

this suggestion was

be too long for adequate reception if a

a transmitter on

(However, the absence of one

D ep end enoies,

immediately asked what was wrong with the C. 40 transmitter, 
several of which are



3. 75Studio

fading etc.

this equipment on the grounds that it was not laid out for ease of operation.
He pointed out that if one person was expected to operate all the studio
equipment then it should he compact and efficient. He made a stfrong plea
for equipment (such as that produced by Rediphon)in which the operator can
perform all his normal functions (operating, announcing, relaying etc) with

and without impairing the efficiency of the transmission.
The Committee agreed that, once the equipment required had been decided
upon, there was no reason at all winy it should not be arranged in the most
efficient manner, provided that such rearrangement as was required did not
unreasonably inflate the purchase price.

On the subject of ordering equipment Hr Cunnington pointed out that
there was at the Colonial Office a B.B.C. Liaison Officer, (l.ir Whitley)
whose function was the co-ordinating of all matters pertaining to
broadcasting in the Colonies, and who was responsible to the Secretary of
State through the Information Office. He suggested that, where difficulties
might be encountered with the Crown Agents in the purchasing of
equipment, l.ir Whitley might be informed, since he had stated tliat he was
in a position to effect a priority order. The Chairman informed Hr Cunnington
that the indents for equipment must go the Crown Agents, but that he could

Location of studio:

see no reason why he (Cunnington) should not write to Hr Whitley at the

1o

the maximum ease,

on several frequencies at the same time to minimise

Hr Kift thought that a quotation from G.E.C. ((^2ai in File 11/4-6) was 

very reasonable, and the kind of thing we should aim at. Hr Cunnington opposed

same time, if he thought some useful purpose would be served.
0. Se I do not (r) not propose thr.t Hr 0. should put his oar 

in at all in this matter.
MC.

26/12

2. The ability to broadcast recordings on 10-in. 12-in. and 16-in. discs.
(B.B.C. recordings are usually on 16-in. discs).

3. Some provision for “outside broadcasts”.

reception of short-wave broadcasts from the B.B.C. for relaying over 
local loudspeakers and the medium-wave transfbitter. This should, if 

...ossible, be done by means of diversity reception, i.e. the reception of the 
required programme

Requirements:
The
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or

and the

accomodate these and the W/T staff would then be able to assist in switching
on and off, checking during ©iteration, etc.

The arguments in favoufc of 1. were many. The central location was an
advantage and the Secretary urged the investigation of a possibility that
the studio might be put inside the new Town Hall. The Committee agreed
that this would be an excellent move, but there was considerable doubt that
space could be found.

l.'r Hallett, who advocated 2. did so because he said that aerials
suitable for the reception of short-wave broadcasts would be difficult to
build in town owing to the space required for arrays such as the ’‘rhombic”
type. Mr Kift doubted whether a very elaborate aerial array would be
strictly necessary.

It vas eventually agreed:
That the possibility of including the studio in the Town Hall should be

V.investigated.
semi-directional aerial array for

short-wave reception near the sea-front in Stanley, to accomodate a studio

should also be investigated.

but that many of the technical points would have to be more definitely

expressed later. He agreed to try to arrange

farmers over the holiday and the meeting was adjourned.

Secretary.

Chairman.

it \das agreed that the transmitters themselves, 
transmitting aerials, should be out of town. The W/T station might

doub tf ul.
MO.

2. That the possibility of building a

there,

1o

in either case

a meeting with some of the

There were two possibilities:
1. The studio might be situated in the town,
2. It might be located out of town

The Chairman said that a good deal had been done by the meeting,



Pre sent; Major Butler, Messrs. Hallett . Sec: D. McNaughton.

R/T OOLj.UITICATIONS WITH THE. CALiP:

Specification of suitable R/T equipment:
General: Unit to he of the ’’Transceiver” type with

crystal controlled.

Construction: To he as rugged and robust as possible.

A.t a maximum' of 
3 hours/day - I 
should •--- ----
10 minutes at the 
outside

MC

lo
2.
3.
4.
5.

2948 AT 2.30. 7^2^

External controls: Only the following:
~ Volume control/on-off switch.Common frequency selector switch.
Aerial trimmer for transmitter with neon indicator.
Frequency trimmer for receiver.
Equipment to be fitted with standard G.P.O. 
handset with ”Pressei” microphone switch.

The purpose of the meeting was to try to reach final 
agreement amongst the Technical, members of the Committee 
including Major Butler, on some of the technical points 
arising from recent full committee meetings. In view of 
the shortage of time it was decided to deal with the 
problem of most importance to farmers - i.e.

-

Sensitivity; to be such that speech may be received from 
a/similar transceiver at a maximum distance of 200 miles, 
by sky wave.

built-in power pack.
I. io dul at ion depth: Fixe d.
Power output: 10 watts into a dipole aerial.
Frequency: Spot frequencies 2 Mc/s and 4.5 Mc/s,

(0. A. have quoted 
£35/40?)

MC xThis replies to 
comments above

EC

Circuit; Simple superhet receiver.

Army 19 sets: After considerable discussion all members 
agreed not to recommend these sets for the following 
reasons:
1. The sets are complicated in appearance and operation 
and maintenance. They are therefore not suitable for 
Camp users."2. New sets (complete) would cost about £300 each - the

I only case for their purchase would be if they could be 
obtained cheaply from Army disposals.
-3. The sets offered cheaply (as in 2 above) are second
hand and incomplete. Many necessary plugs, connectors,

I etc. are missing, and the work and expense required to 
put them in working order might well be recurrent even 
[during the first few years of use.

Power supply-^ 12 volt (or more preferably 6 volt) cartype accumulators (60 ampere hours). The sets vail 
_ ^normally operate about 2 hours per day and battery ^ou^charging will be by wind charger as a rule.

Boe cification; The technical members were again in 
agreement that suitable equipment was most likely to 
become available through smaller radio firms. They 
eventually agreed that a set suitable in every way 
could be built to specification for £50 or less 
(without batteries or windcharger).- "They also agreed on 
the following specification:

SUS-OOLa.IITTEE MEETING (TECHNICAL) : DEOEBgR 24TH.
: Mr J?. Kift.
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5uontity: To be decided.

should be £50 or jless.

Additipnal films to Joe a;op.rpache_d:

London.

Approved:

Chairman.

At 
? h 
B110L 
10 m. 
but si

Haecimvin cost: without a 
b

AerialBatteries 
c)Wind charger

Secretary.

Croydon.
Edgewars Road,

Union Radio,

but otherwise ready to operate,

Teleradio,



12. 1. 49.

r

Hr Hallett and I have again discussed the proposals fox’ 
"both medium and short wave transmitters and feel that we cannot 
nor. make a recommendation regarding suitable transmitter power.

Hon. Sec.
T have previously agreed that these are a true record 

of proceedings at the last meeting, but detailed consideration of 
the various problems involved in providing coverage (without 
fading or distortion), (see attached sheet), for both the Falklands 
and Dependencies, has left me in doubt as to whether the 
recommenda tion§6 greed to at the last meeting are, in fact, 
satisfactory.

J7e suggest that an experienced authority (e.g. the B.J3.C.) 
be supplied with full details of our requirements, and that they 
be asked to make necessary recommendations.



WAVE TlbVrSl-UTTER.

Cons locations of figures for primary (fade-free and

transmitter suggested recently will give the service required.

>

while

secondary (i.e. fading) coverage obtains from 75 to 150 miles

dur in the day even when 50 kw. • is used; whereas at night
only to 50 miles

then a belt of high distortion occurs between 50 and 100 miles
and the secondary service extends from 100

miles to 500-500 miles.

12. 1. Zi-9.

For example, even with a frequency as high as 1 LIc/s

undistorted) coverage on medium waves at reasonable power 
(e. g. 2-5 kw) makes me very doubtful that the medium wave

from the transmitter,

primary coverage obtains over about 75 miles only,

with the same power,primary coverage extends,
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Bead with interest*

MC. 8/1.49.

The Sapper Hill site is in my opinion quite hopeless for the VHP 
installation for the reasons given: if the 1L0. site proves 
unsuitable 9 is the Wireless Station (or Ionospheric Station) a 
possible alternative? We may have to provide VHP for seaplane 
service one day®



W/TOCWITTEE: liPIUTBS OF SUB-GQj.JilJTEE(TECHriCAL) lEETHTCr ,W, 7SI. 1949:

Chairman; Hajor Butler,

A. Hercer.

Secretary: D.1icJIau ghton.

J and 6 mc/s.

The Chairman announced that the meeting had been called for the 
purpose of coming to final decisions on as many of the technical points 
raised at other meetings as possible. The minutes of the last sub-committee 
meeting were taken as react, and approved.

The first matter dealt with was broadcasting. The Secretary informed 
the Chairman that the Information Officer, Hr Cunnington, had asked 
whether he would be invited to take part in technical discussions dealing 
with broadcasting equipment. The Chairman replied that H.E. had instructed 
the previous Chairman to the effect that Hr Cunnington * s views need not be 
sought on purely technical discussions on which he was not qualified to 
express an opinion; this applied also to equipment.

Specification:a)Short-wave - apnrox.
bjHaximum power Jy Kw.
c) To operate on a dipole aerial.
d) To broadcast all normal programmes - speech & music.
e) To be power-modulated with provision for II.C.-.7.
f) To operate from 3-phase, 50-^y-les supply. The nominal 

voltage will be 400. (iT.B. This is the new power supply)

D. Hallett,

Broadcasting: It was again generally agreed that two transmitters would 
be required to provide the services envisaged in the Falklands and the 
Dependencies. The Committee felt that best results would probably be 
obtained by approaching the larger radio-manufacturing firms in the U.K. 
(karconi, G.E.C., Standard Telephones and Cables etc.) through the Crown 
Agents, and asking them to quote prices, specifications etc. of equipment, 
(as far as possible from their standard lists), likely to meet the whole 
requirements of the services. In the ca.se of rather specialised pieces, 
(e.g. high-diversity reception equipment), the Crown Agents should be 
asked to consult the B.B.C. (ox' their representative at the Colonial 
Office^.I didn’t know they had. one - they have a Liaison Officer 

(V/itley) bnt he "rdnlcl not be a technician*
Considerable technical discussion followed and it was agreed that 

the following equipment would be adequate to meet the requirements of the 
service:

Specification: a)Hedium-wave - approx. 250 metres. (This would call for 
the allocation of a new frequency).

b) Maximum power 2^ Kw. (it was agreed that the use of a 
directional aerial could materially reduce this, but
that this was not practical).

c) To operate from same power supply as 1. above.

1. S ho x»t-wa vc t ra ns* ai 11 e r:
The purpose of this was to serve the Dependencies 

all. the way from South Georgia to South Grahamland. It was agreed that a 
frequency of about 6 mc/s would be suitable for the next few years, but 
Hr Kift felt that something of the order of J ms/c would be required in 
about 5 years1 time.

2. Median-wave transmitter:
The purpose of this was to provide reliable 

programmes in the Falklands, (including rebroadcasts of B.B.C. progi'ammes), 
on medium waves, without fading. Educational broadcasts were of particular 
importance.

Present: Messrs. F.Kift (Deputy Chairman),
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the Colonial Office).

up to 2x00

3 Q U O O Q Q Q Q O 0  O O O Q Q

1. Broadcast tra_nsmitters:
It was again agreed that these should be 

installed at the 7/T station where the V/T staff could presumeably 
switch on and off etc. The building of suitable transmission aerials 
in this area should give no difficulty.

2. Broadcast studio:
It was pointed out that, owing to interference 

from tlie transmitters, high-fidelity diversity reception at the 7//T 
station itself would, be out of the question. The studio must lie 
elsewhere.

The sub-committee also discussed the location of the various 
units in Stanley.

4. Ae-r^a.^-s.:
The transmitters should be supplied complete with aerial 

masts, stays, leads etc. lasts of the ’’Adastra Pole” type will be 
suitable as erection equipment will be held in the Colony by that 
time.

The equipment should be such that the output from a single 
point (microphone, gramophone record, or 
can be fed simultaneously to loud-speaker system 
and short-wave transmitters,

Jo Studio equipmP.nfr..
. This should include full remote-control

j d’-'-'-PHient for both transmitters. These will frequently be used at 
, ne same time, but it is not expected that they will be used to 
broadcast different R/T programmes simultaneously*

(Certainly not# HO)
Provision will be required for the reception and rediffusion 

°f B.B.C. programmes. This will involve the use of a first-class 
high-diversity receiver and, in this connection, the advice of the 
B.B.C. should be sought, (possibly through their representative at 
the Colonial Office). o' See previous page

The same remark holds good of other studio equipment-dual-purpose 
turntables, microphones etc. As stated at a previous meeting the studio 
should provide;

a) Reception and rebroadcasting of B.B.C. features over a local 
loudspeaker network, and the medium-wave transmitter.

b) Broadcasts of gramophone records and B.B.C. recordings.
o) A simple system of ’’outside broadcasts”.

Affcfcr a brief discussion the sub-committee agreed to make a 
strong recommendation that every effort should be made to put the 
studio inside the new Town Hall. The advantages of this move were 
obvious - amongst them:
a) Economy - the studio need not be very large - two small rooms, 

or one room sub-divided should suffice.
b) Central location - has obvious advantages.
c) Oonvenifence for broadcasts from the Town Hall itself. The Town

lialT will1 become the social centre, not only of Stanley but of 
the whole Colony, and anything taking place in it -(concert, dance 
meeting etc.) will be of particular interest to all. ' 3

incoming B.B.C. pro gramme), 
medium-wave

or to any combination of these three.

5. Rediffusion equipment:
Relay equipment, amplifiers etc. will be 

required to serve the local loud-speaker* system. This consists of 
about 230 high-iifpedance speakers at present, but as the service 
improves some increase is to be expected. Yes.

1:10*
Tlie equipment should therefore be capable of feeding 

high-impedance speakers at a maximum distance of l-l miles



IT.B. This takes no account of obstacles between the transmitter and 
the horizon).

Total range 
= 62 miles.

d) Space; All the space at the office vas being occupied or would 
shortly be occupied. Lijor Butler replied that he had in mind an 
extension of the building at the Southwest corner to provide the- 
extra space required.

where h- hv
e.

= heigl t c
„ -t n

a) Loss range; This might be considerable. At a distance of 60 
miles -Jest or northwest of Stanley, the aircraft would need to fly 
at a height of about 6000 feet in order to be in contact with 
the t'et. Office site, and this might not always be practical.
(hr. Lift supported this view and. submitted a few rough calculations 
vis. _____ f__
Lax, possible range (miles) = J 2 x hg -? J 2 x

T/X mas t (above 11. S. L.) in feet. 
Aircraft ” " ”

Since the VTH? equipment would only be used at infrequent 
intervals and since there would be long periods of inaction, the 
obvious system was to locate it where there was already staff 
available. Since the • et. Office will be the chief user of the 
equipment, and since the Let. Office is on an open site, La J or 
Butler advocated installing the VHP equipment (including the D/? 
section) in the Southwest corner of the office, and using the I let. 
staff as operators. The Secretary raised a number of objections:

x Im o

c) Staff: The addition of D/? meant the training of all Let. Office 
staff in D/P operation. There was also no guarantee that staff would 
be available for this whenever required. major Butler felt that this 
operation would not occupy a great deal of time, but agreed that 
trials would provide the only real answer.

b) Interference with. hadio-Sonde Balloons: The anemometer mast at the 
office, with, its stays, was already a serious obstacle to gale 
launches in Northerly winds. Further masts and aerials might increase 
the difficulties, especially when it was borne in mind that another 
two masts might eventually be needed for wireless reception of 
weather messages. Lajor Butler assured him that the Vr'P aerials 
could be installed South of the Office so that they were completely 
shielded by the anemometer and its stays, and that these same masts 
could also accomodate an ordinary aerial.

hr

The objections to the Sapper Lili site were theregore:
1. Difficulty of getting staff there.
2. Difficulty of getting services (power, telephone) there.
3. Difficulty of protec ting the apparatus from unauthorised

interference.

Transmit ting ae. at 200 ft.j27i^ - 20 miles) 
Aircraft at 1000 feet J2hr = 42 miles)

(l ain ill • r 7_ -c^sub-committee agree-: that there should be no difficulty
sympathy v.-iih ' an system suitable for diversity reception near
this -econf BLcLoSHo

3. W ejuii>mer.t for the aircraft; J-C-)
The Chairman insisted that the 

v.'l? installation cannot be remote-controlled without the use of
GXi'jensive remote-control equipment. This was partly due to the 

fact that the D/? section must be located and operated at the 
transmitter itself. The other members recalled that Lr Spencer had 
indicated that he would prefer not to use the D/r1 section unless he 
could be quite certain that it was being operated efficiently. 
Iiajor Butler replied that the D/p section should be used, and that 
anyone with any intelligence could soon operate the equipment 
efficiently.
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Chairman.

Secretary,

Cn the question of the second VT? installation at Fox Bay, -hjor 
Butler said the complete -equipment would cost about fl-00, and while this 
might he reduced by- the omission of the D/F section, he felt it would be 
wise to make tests in Stanley before reaching a final decision.

hajor Butler felt that these objections were considerably less 
serious than those to be encountered in considering the Sapper Kill site 
and suggested the installation of the equipment at the het. (Mfice as 
soon as possible in order to carry out a series of tests on:

1. Zlange at various heights.
2. Use and accuracy of D/F side.
3. Time required.
h. Interference from Hadar.

-u Bl -- rPr---;v 1r s et; Indications wer*.; tint this might be
eoia UI it o i ile but that, with efficient earthing of the

GL ill and normal screening on the VKF, installations at less than 100 
rds should be possible. The only real way to find out was to install 

the equipment and carry out a scries of tests.

The sub-committee agreed to recommend this course of action - 
provided of course that the i'et, Officer, when consulted, was agreeable.



LOOSE LJHUTE.

/OO^^> The accompanying letter. from the Information Officer
reached me today. I do not feel that I can take any
action or make any comment.

2. Perhaps you would care to do so.

14.1.49.

Major Butler,
Chairman, V//T Committee,

Secretary, 
tf/T Committee,



Information Department,
STANLEY.

13th January, 19U9«

have other than technical knowledge.

A

I am,
Sir,

j 
i

Your obedient servant,

Information and Broadcasting Officer'!

For this reason,

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge your letter to me, 

dated 11th January, 19U% in which you enclosed an approved 
extract of the minutes of a meeting of the W/T Technical Sub
committee, held at Government House on 7th January, under the 
Chairmanship of Major Butler, and of the decision contained 
therein that my views would not be sought on matters pertaining 
to broadcasting equipment, particularly with regard to studio 
requirements«

British Forces1 Broadcasting Network, 
that period.

Finally, I think it is necessary for me to point out that 
my experience of studio equipment is of some four years, and that 
it was gained at the hands of B.B.C. engineers attached to the 

of which I was a member for

3» For this reason, and because it will presumably be my duty 
to operate the broadcasting apparatus when it is erected, I pre
sume that my views on these matters will not be regarded as super
fluous. If they are, then I shall be glad to learn whether my 
attendance will be required in future on occasions when such 
matters are discussed.

2. I wish to say that in enquiring whether I would be in
vited to take part in technical discussions dealing with broad
casting equipment, I had no intention of intervening in questions 
of a purely technical nature of which I had no experience. I have, 
however, had considerable practical experience of certain types of 
apparatus which might be considered for use in broadcasting here, 
and of which none of the rest of the Committee, so far as I am 
aware,
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Ii.C.S.

A few days ago H.E. asked Lie to redraft the attached letter

I suggest that v/e,A. On considerationto the

are not yet in

rea sons:

77,73,79 and 81 in this file indicate that the1

the type of equipment required.

2. From my talk with II, E. I am convinced that he would

fir.d. the cost of transmitters like those mentioned in the letter

quite out of the question,

1 suggest that the advice of the B.B.C. should, he sought

at this stage through S.of S. I have therefore taken the liberty

of preparing drafts of:

a), Letter to S4of S stating problem briefly.

b). Summary of broadcasting requirements based on the

Committee’s work - separate to eliminate technical details from

and in such a form that it can be passed

straight on to the experts. The Technical members of the V//T

Committee at present available in Stanley (Messrs. Mercer Lift9

and Hallett) have seen and approved this summary.
On the question of finance I feel it is essential to give

the job for £5000, In this case U.S. might consider having FIDS.

pay for the extna transmitter - fox* the Dependencies service?

2V1/49.

Secretary, 
'tf/l Committee.

fa*

25JANI948 W

some guidance ~ without being too specific? I gather that if, (as

tax

technical members of the '.r/f Committee are not in agreement on

and with respect,

S. of S.’s letter,

/O2 -/Oi4-

two transmitters are required, we are unlikely to dois likely),

a position to ask for quotations ~ this for two
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GOVERNOR.

I

I have the honour to address you in regard to the need for a new Broadcasting system at Port Stanley to 
provide transmissions to all' parts of the Colony and 
its dependenc i es•

■

■

ISL.u^

CcmA**!
p'K 

h-4. uut

1st February,

I would be grateful therefore if the problem 
may be referred immediately to the British Broadcasting 
Corporation or any othei* Qualified agency urni if you 
will thereafter ascei’tain the approximate cost of the 
equipment recommended. 55?000 has been earmarked in 
my ten year Development Programme (Berial Do. 26) and 
I contemplate providing an additional sum from the 
Dependencies which will requii^e a none powerful trans
mitter.

(U..

<

'U&h, 
STANLEY.

Chen this advice has been obtained .1 would 
be grateful if the Crown ...gents might be instructed 
to submit a firm estimate, when I will address you

I further in regarc. to. assistance from the Colonial
I Development and welfare Fund to enable me to provideI for the new installation in the 1950 Budget,

1

2, I recently appointed a Committee to investi
gate these requirements and to advise me as to how they 
should be met; the Committee 'has studied the problem 
alon. the lines indicated in the pamphlet "Broadcasting Services in the Colonics - Choice oi suitable wave- 
lengths for Broadcasting" (encloses with Circular 
Despatch of 20th September, 1939) with particular reference to paragraph 3 thereof and following some 
divergence of opinion now z^econraend to me that more 
specialised advice should be sought.

Sir,

3* My requirements briefly, are transmitters 
capable of providing clear transmission, simultaneously 
at need, within the Colony and at couth Georgia and 
the Antarctic Bases. ... summary has been prepared 
and is enclosed, based on the deliberations of the 
Committee, with a view to providing all the required 
information and it is hoped that this will enable 
expert advice to be given upon the type of equipment which will best serve iry needs.

f;iT fi .. I’OUHABLE
?• OAaCCH J(WS, 1\C. , I?;, id, 
h-fi G? THE COLONIES.

I have ’the honour to be,
Sir,Your most obedient, humble sexwant

(Sgd. ) MILES CLJFFORD.



BRp--j;au;TihTr iff t:u-< isl^ws.

to

A Committee has recently studied this question, and 
discussed in some detail the services which it is uesired to provide. The following summary, based on the discussions 
ol the Committee, has been prepared with the aim of giving 
sufficient information to enable technicians in the United 

In doing so they
• mb an indication

9

3• The Aalklund Islands Dependencies Service (both 
operated from'Port Otaxiley, the capital) is intended to 
provide good reception in the Dependencies in an arc 
extending from Jouth Georgia’ to the Southern part of 
Grahamlaiid. In this area the standard of reception need 
not be quite so high as in the case of the Colony service, 
but adequate signal strength day and night throught the 
year is essential. The maximum transmitter-to-receiver 
distance will not exceed 1,500 miles. The reception of 
this service in South America as far away as the liiver 
Plate may be considered desirable but is not essential, 
any of the programmes broadcast in the Colony service 

will be considered suitable for broadcasting to listeners 
in the ependencies, who will not, however, in general, be 
interested in schools broadcasts and other items of 
resti’icted interest. It is not envisaged that occasions 
ax'e likely to arise when the two sex-vies will be required

Kingdom to recommend suitable equipment, 
should bear* in mind the question of cost, 
of the amount of money likely to be available for.the scheme, 
they should note the fact that The Governor has provisionally 
earmarked a sum of £5,000 lor the renewal of'broadcasting 
facilities in the Colony, basing his estimate on the assumption 
that one broadcast transmitter would be sufficient. Should 
the experts feel (as most members of the Committee do) that 
an additional transmitter will be for the Dependencies
then he would make further* provision. They should note also, 
that the present studio equipment is of little value and will 
have to be replaced within the total sum available. They 
should therefore endeavour to ensure that the cost of the 
main items recommended by them lies within the desired limits 
in order to allow for the many additional items - switches, 
microphones, leads, insulators, cables, masts etc. - which 
•will be required to complete the installation.

2. The object or the Falkland Islands broadcasting 
Service is to give clear reception in all parts oi the 
colony itself. The service, which will operate both during 
the day and after darn, will be used also for educational 
broadcasts. Reception must therefore be of a high standard 
and as free as possible from fading and distortion. The 
direction of the transmission can lie almost entirely between 
South '..est ana lest forth Vest, but there are several 
settlements to the north ..est and north within about 50 miles, 
ana these must be adequately served. The country is in 
general undulating poor-class pasture, with roc?;y ridges up 
to about 1,000 feet in height but there are a number of peaks 
between 2,000 and 5,000 feet, especially in the est Falkland. 
The maximum transmitter-to-receiver distance is about 150 
miles. /'.part from Adueationul Broadcasts, it is hoped that 
programmes will include relays of features from the 13. B. Q 
short-wave service, broadcasts of k C. recordings, and 
local ’’outside broadcasts’’ from churches, halls, etc.
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broaucaet o.i ,xerent p i> ografflie a ci mul tcii :c oub ly.

(b)
i

(c) Local z-cuif fusion equipment (loudspeakers).

(d)

(e) -’..ther asaociateu studio equipment*
7-

Thiy 
a

5

and shoul 
serve the Lepeodencies 
-• 0* o« operatiGiu

5- . qftcal droadcagt Rediliusion ^gui^ent ut
present in use**IH'7:tffdiey v/iTl e.lso requiriT replacement. 
The new equipment should be capable ox feeding up to UQO 
high*impeuance "louaspcuikern by landline mt .. maximum 
distance ox' one uac u half miles - the Iouuk;-eaters them
selves are already uvdilum-le am will now require to be 
replaced- The programmes. in this service will be 
materially those in the domestic radio service, \ith the 
adui t ion or purely local a: i- ,□ uncemt nts.

A . tudio control puxiel to enable a tingle 
operator to handle normal studio broadcasts, 
the refill ;x8ion ox incoming short-wave pro- 
gmw, and outside bro ud costs, (These
last will come x’ru;;. some half-dosen points 
in ana near tanl^y, by lunaline, a maximum 
distance of 2 miles.

6. I’o c^&pK.te these ai’i’an^eaiesits it i: intendod to 
provide a cexYtr^l ■;ropd.eusiiz^; • tudip in vmicn vziil be 
loctkteu thTTTol Iov/fng: -

(a) ... systej-: ... ■‘uivex’sity rcce;.tlorrt< enable 
iiicOi.’ixi- tho.-t~v.iiV6 bi*o ts to be receiver.

- >ax. i\,vpoao.c^t v.-itnuut serious lading, 
wouln presumably ejituil the purchase o.-. 
xirk-t-cl^ss iiifjh-diversity receives^ and the 
advice of the (or other qualities, c^ency)
on thi:... very specialised .?;<;■ .ect Le of particular 
imp ox* ounce,.

in connection with the studio the technical 
advisers may wish to that, the local Co^i it tee has 
recoir£i;enucu the bulluin^ oi receiving aerials close to 
the stuuio, but has aavocatco the in^tallatioz. ox' the 
ira.-Sinittex's suiac distance therel.rom, linked, to the studio 
by lidiuline. The ^.tudiu itselx will be located in the 
new Town rial.-, now in course of oi-ectio.ru This ari’an^eisent 
will lacilit&te the bpoadcaet ox social iuxd other evente.

8. finally> an lenos; herie uieasvwixi. station is 
maintained in. Stanley by the ..auIo Liviaioa oi D. th !♦ K. 
The results obtained by this station. s.;ay be oi assistance 
to the expei'te anu arc available oa application to 

-/mith-'AOse, ..uaio . ivi&ion> b, G. y. R.

r.. mhe, power supply will b© provided ir^m 3*phase
^□-cycles rpiie transmitter (or transmitters) should
iiut-ux’ully be capable of broadcasting both speech und music»

12—la a e-epai-ute tx*ansmitter be considered nece^nury to 
, this should also have provision for

Dual-pux-pose tuz^itablcs lox* the broadcasting 
ox ordi?i£u*y pm.-ophQhc records and J.-uC. 
recordings*

ectio.ru
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I'inutes of meeting of Y'/T '.'ub-Committee ■16.2o49o

*

Chairman ; rr.?.hift.

Present;

Secretary: lir.l).: '.clTau■'. .ton.

The meeting was called at the request of IZr.iiowiins and with the

authority of the Governor, to hold preliminary discussions on 4 The 7f/T

Com unications in Connection with the ’"et. Service.”

ir.Howki ns reminded members of the agreement at the 2nd Committee

meeting that the reception of met. messages should be undertake at the

The sub-committee reaffirmed this recommendation and -agreed that the
messages of a purelyprinciple should refer to all incoming and outgoing

met. nature.
1.

from the Vf/T station by telephone or messenger.
2. increased accuracy of the information duo to it being handled once

less.
Possibility- of training combined met - w/T operators to whom the

language”.met

encies.

Other advantages which became obvbus as the discussion werit on©

The committeethen proceeded to discuss the problems involved and

'.uvantage of producingThis would have the added

a nucleus

however, be approached.;, with caution since it is

to find a certain percentage of W/T operator trainees to be unsuit-common
able for the job and hence the "f/T work might prove to be beyond the scope

This is particular!! relevant since previousof some of the staff.

3t~ ~QnS term.
The best eventual answer to the problems would be to train met.oitxce

traffic would be "plain
Such staff would be eminently suitable for service in the Depend-

staff in 7/T operating.
of staff interchangeable with -she Dependencies stations.

.mongst.the reasons for this were
Very considerable saving in time involved in passing messa es to •inc

Messrs. Hallett, Howkins, Hercer.

Het. Office (item 1 page 54).

came to these general conclusions

This training should,



in addition to their-

present jobs in the synoptic section and upper air section.

he had two extr a assist-
for service, in theants nt the 'et.Office, who were undergoing trainin

while some of the staff might
still be •

able to transmit short weather messages of 10-15 groups at slow speed for

• cti • of 1 hour .. srIt was therefore agreed ’t’at regular morse
a nd t • r ■ £ s i f t • le t mini ng

 pro vol should be sought to retain theproved e itirely satisfactory H. J.’s
two assistants intended for service with the bases, in St inley, as members

thereby solving the present cornuni cation
hr.How :ins said that the salaries of these two assistants would.roblem.

submitted to H. ;.

Hr. Hercer stated that he could arrange the training programme.

It was agreed that the proposals contained in the previous para could

it was obvious that some interim arrangements were necessary.

’Ir.Hercer stated that he had already suggested the recruitment of two

ore

the

■{Traffic as at present.handle the m? .

Hr. “lowkins reminded him that the information for 2J00 C-.’I.T. had no-

been received since the Government W/T station took over the responsibility

in January last year and that it was desirable that thisfo r me t. t raf f i c

should restart as soon as possible. Hr.I'ercer felt .that this would entail

the employment of a second extra operator who might be made available
by transferring one of his electricians over

L_

(Gee 5/^/k- of ;..th Feb.)

the bependencies stations.

of the Dependencies H. o staff,

x-r. bowk ins ointed out that,

work the the camp p/h and t’-e VHF/DF for the aircraft,

operators for the Vf/T station in order to provide continuous service

onthe other hand,

from morning till night and he f.jlt that when these had been obtained,

lie well within the estimates•for meteorological "r/T services recently

Dependencies and it seemed >ro^able that,

who was proficient at morse,

fail to reach a high standard of proficiency in ’V/p, . ley might

day for 4 of the met.s tff, s emed justifial . ,

committee recommendations have proposed that the same staff should also

Staff - ‘.bort term.

not be expected to produce a final solution in less th -n 1f>- - 2 years, and

addition of one other operator would enable the station to continue to



to *r.‘ 'ercer will look into this ana report liter.

Technical difficulties ; Jo far as the members of the coiuittee could see.

there are no serious technical difficulties likely to be met in attempting to
cable containing several pairs ofhandle ‘let. traffic from the Yet.Off ice.

Lines has .already been laid from the net.Office to the T/T station and this

could) be used to nkey” transmitters.

but this

' r.I'crcer had indie-ted previously)
Itit was intended to maintain continuous watches there for ot?_er purposes.

would be a very jood idea to have separate special frequencies for . et.broad-
but would addxists since this would not iriir>.x* ».c ,• -m.p serious co: ■.plications,

several hours per day to t a tim s it which the ”r/T station cou} Ih idle normal
commercial traffic at the prase it allocated fre uenoi >s.

1 certain amount of extra e uipment - receivers, xutomatic-sending
equipment etc - would be- required-at the I kt.Of fice and this is set out in an

Mr.Mowkins said ha would take an early opportunity ;endix to t ese miutes.H's
to ask Air Ministry whether they -would be
receivers already helc atthe Ket.Office, and whether they Jould provide other
e jui i snt at less cost than tl rough normal suj eli >rs.

Cl e question of accomodation at the Met.Office had been dealt with at a
previous me .-ting.
up the space available at present for 7/T rece tion, but an extension of the

buil ihg would >rovid.. the extra room re uired. It was.7. corner of th

for the ’.',r/T station enabling more commercial traffic to be handled.
(Minutes of January 7th meeting para 5 (a)

iii^ a

a’’control’1

7

to switch on and off the transmitters and monitor their operatic;., 
a

would not be/serious difficulty since, (as

'.red to sell thj two H.206

on page fl.

Secretary, 
V/T Committee.

The inst illation of ’®? and Camp 3/

The ^/f? staff would have to continue

equipment will fill

noted that this room coulc be used at very busy times of the year, as



APPENDIX - REHOTE CONTROL EQUIPMENT:

Quantity. Description.
1

850/91 B Transmitter Headpp.P.1
1

1
2

12p1O/56 Relay Base C.P.1
Elliot T. 1607 Tape Reels.2
Elliot T. Tape Winder.1

£

860/149E Punching Head C.P.
No.27/C Polar Relay fitted with ”0” windings (25 + 25 ohms) and RIS.

Ho. 9»7 Horse Keyboard Perforator Wheatstone Code, fitted with 
Keyboard to chart HCT. 1J03, R.I.S. and J.lotor for 2J0V.AC £0 cycles0
Complete with accessories and usual tools.

No. 11W Horse Transmitter fitted with 1£” dia.friction disc, 
(speed range 20-150 vz.p.m.) and motor for 230 volts AC. 50 C.P.S. 
Complete with Control Unit. Transmitting Relay (with R.I.S. V. 216) 
usual tools and accessories.
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21st February, 1949*

2. Briefly, the i^roposals are that

(c) The remote-control equipment listed in the appendix -will be necessary

HtvDc.A
Meteorological Officer*

The birector, 
Uet.Office 1I.0.1J 
KEWI, W.C.2.

(b) Two extra assistants be recruited for the Dependencies Headquarters staff in 
Stanley and that at least four of the total staff be trained in \7/T, in addition to their 
synoptic and upper air routine work. (this follows the lines originally proposed in 
FIX 8/46/1 of 16th December, 1946).

This is a long term measure and, in the rucanwhile, stops should be taken to 
increase the staff at the Government W/T station to provide for the interim period while 
the met. staff are under training.

Meteorological Office, 
Stanley, Fiilkland Is.

(a) all uinH and nouttr met* messages should be dealt with from a small remote 
control at the met. office.

yr/T Communications

It has been proposed in FIK 5/49/4 of 4th February, to which the Governor has 
agreed in principle, that the cost of List. VT/T coixiinications should be provided for 
from Dependencies £unds. (para 5 the above letter refers); and tu local W/T
committee have now made reconnendations to the Governor for the provision of th 
necessary services.

j. With refcrence to para 2(c) above, it was understood from the Signals’ Office at 
2>uiistable that Air Ministry signals might iiave stocks of autoheads, tape marines relays 
etc for dis^josal. It wuld be appreci-ited if H. }. aould ascertain wliother this is so 
and hw much the items listed in para 2(e) would cost.

Would II. Q. also enquire ^ictrier the two 2 R06 radio receivers, supplied by 11.0 
for taking weather messages, could be transferred to the Falkland Island Dependencies*

J >



/

'.'it' reference to the minutes of our meeting on IJarch 11 th. I have
consulted the Executive Engineer on the subject of the Broadcasting Studio

in the new Town Hall, l.j? Bunting confirms tint tie room allocated at present
is under no possibility of
an alternative location in the I have further discussed thenew building.
matter with Hr ITinter who has suggested the alternative that the present E <h T
Building should be turned into a broadcasting station with studios etc. wl en
the E & T Staff vacate it to take up quarters in the new building,

21/3/49.

Further to the above we lave now received reply from the Crown Agents on thea
tendered for the supply of the

specified equipment - at a price of £75 per set. Details are following by air.

Siiainan. 
l./T Committee.

Chairman.
J'/T Committee. 21/3/49.

subject of H/T equipment. Only one firm has

ti e stage and lias little head room, and can see



1-INUTES OF imTUFCr OF W/T CO12 ITTEE barcm iibi. 1949
Cliairaagn: Lt./Col Butler.

Secretary; D. McNaugi it on.

various aspects of the communications problem and the following
points were noted:
R/T Equipment: The Crown Agents were asked to invite quotations from various

firms for the supply of specified equipment in a Saving Telegram dated Dec.27th.
1943. As no reply had been received it was agreed that a hastener should be

file 0031 VolII Entry 96).
Broadcast Studio: It was stated that the room allocated to the broadcasting
studio in the new Town hall was one stretching from North to South under the
stageK22QQ£ Members pointed out tliat this was quite unsuitable, since the use
of the studio in the hall' would be based largely on the ability of the operator
to see into the hall itself and to observe action on the stage. The Chairman
agreed to consult the Executive Engineer on the subject and, if possible, to

that the internal layout, soundproofing etc. could
receive some attention.

Broadcast programmes etc; The Committee recalled that Hr liathews (when Chairman)
had made it -clear that they should not concern themselves with the actual

make them possible, and tliat another Committee would probably be set up to
deal with the former. In view of the general dissatisfaction, in the Canrp &
Stanley, with the present arrangements, the Committee agreed to recommend to
the Governor:
That a Committee be set up at once to deal with the times and contents of

broadcast pro grammes.
Communications with the aircraft; Mr liowkins pointed out that the installation
of the V.II.F. equipment at the Met. Office had not been started, and that the

matter was urgent for two reasons:
1. The aircraft was making flights without ary provision for communicating

with the ground.

and the Cliairman agreed to attenx to this. (See

The purpose of the meeting was to complete the work of the Committee 
reviewed

and to ’’tie up ary loose ends”. The members XSXXXKX briefly
their work on

AW>S-

I’^ssrs. F.Kift, D.Iiallett, G.Howkins and II.Slade (Acting S.E. & T).

sent,

as far as possible,

obtain a plan of the room so

content of broadcasts, but only with the technical arrangements required to



I TA)

Training for W/T operators: Mr Howkins reported that two buskers for morse

practice had been installed at the Met. Office and that he was now ready for

his assistants to commence training. Mr Slade agreed to make arrangements for

short period of training each day - to be given either by himself or bya

hr. Mieve.

but that it seemed reasonable to continue as at
present until the staff situation at the l’/T Station had been improved.Mr 'Mercer
had indicated at previous meetings that he intended, if possible, to increase
his services for shipping, and improved Meteorological communications could be
discussed again when that had been done or was imineiit. The Committee were not

there was no risk of further curtailment of
the Met. services
Report on the '.fork of the Cou..ittee: The Secretary was asked to prepare a
general report on the activities of the Committee and to indicate, where H.E.

what steps had been taken to implement them,
and what still remained to be done.

Approved:

Chairman.

(VY*
H.e5.

(PuMAv

Secretary.

said that,

had approved their recommendations,

so far as he v/as aware,

improved facilities for these,

x
11^ - & 7*0^ COM t ’

Ships* feather Reports and Pore casts for Ships: Mr Howkins said he would like

/o

<5n, ^4. ^Tzecon H- E •
9

lu .-as hoped t/ e Let. Office would sJ ortly get a new roof, probably 

of iron. Tests of the equipment before the iron was put on were most 
desirable owing to the possibility of D/p errors being introduced, 

me chairman agreed to take action to hasten the installation.

clear what additional staff had been approved for the W/T Station, but Mr Slade

----- A
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Minutes of w/t Committee Me<- 19119.

Chairman
Present

The meeting was called to consider: -
I.

a

II.

Any other outstanding matters.III.

I.

It was accordingly agreed to recommend
that:-

1. be asked at once for £5,000 from the

2.

Choice of r/t Equipment.II.

Ltd.
The equipment should consist of:-

complete with masts e t c .(£ 2 9 • 0 )9.

0

III/

6)
)

be put to very good, use but that since the B. 3. C. 
asked, for advice on the new service, 
proper authority to justify a request for more funds.

(£41.(£1.

£117. 15.
! not known 
[£ 1. 12.
(not known

The Circular Despatch dated 23rd March, 1949, from 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies which states that 
sum of £1,000,000 has now been allocated under Colonial 
Development and Welfare for improvement of broadcasting services 
in the Colonies.

Members felt that extra money could 
had now been 

they (the B. B. 0. ) were the

100% spares of each type of valve
200% spare
20%
20%

Transmitter/Receiver with vibropack 
MicrophoneTwo aerials (cut for 2.0 and 4*5 megs 
respectively;, <

The 3. 3. C. be asked (by H.E. , who will be in the U. K. 
shortly) ii they could support a request for an 
extra allotment.

rs.
g held on 27th June,

vibrators
spare crystals 2.0, and 4-5 megs
spare aerials with feeders, 
insulators etc. but without 
masts

It was agreed that the followingspares should be ordered along with the thirty new sets;-

The committee examined the tenders 
received from the Crown Agents and were unanimously in favour 
of accepting that from Berrys (Short Wave)

The tenders received from the Crown Agents in answer to the specifications put forward by the committee.

The committee felt that the Governor 
had only placed the limit of £5,000 bn expenditure for broad
casting, because this was the maximum which could be spared from the funds then available.

10. • 0. )
12. 6 )

The S. of S. 
new fund.

The new C.D.W. Grant.

- Lt.Colonel K. S. Pierce-Butler.
Messrs F. Kift, D. Hallett, H. Slade (Acting 
Supervisor Electrical & Telegraphs Department), 
G. Howkins, D. McNaughton, V. Spencer.
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equipment.

Alter discussion it was decided, that the Sapper Hillsite was unsuitable because
1.

2.

The committee therefore recommend that:-
1.

2.

("D) Regulations for the use of the R/T equipment.

It was obvious that the farm R/T stations must agree

to/

Messrs. Kift and Hallett undertook to maintain the V. H.F. 
equipment until more permanent arrangements could be made.

.viation) would then approach the 
Executive Engineer for a second mast.

it would be difficult to get staff to the site when 
required.

equipment, and the Chairman undertook
2

•X*

The second R/T channel with aerial aaid feeders should 
be sent to" Fox Bay for" installation- there.

there are no materials in the Colony for laying the 
power and telephone lines to the site, (and, if 
available, the cost would be high)

Qth^Ouj^tanaing Hatters.

(a) New site for V.H.F.

Tests show that 
location in the 
range of 35 miles

One channel of the V, H.P./D.F. equipment be 
installed at a" site neat the Meteorological Office, 
but sufficiently far away to ensure that the D.F. 
section will work.

P with the equipment in its present 
Meteorological Office, the R/T has a maximum 
J and the D.F. section will not function at: .all.

It was agreed that two routines should be kept each day 
with all stations at about 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. These routines 
would be used for making arrangements to cover proposed air
craft flights and also for emergency calls. In addition it 
might be advisable to have fixed ’’silence” periods for 10 
minutes every 3 hours whenever the meteorological office is 
occupied (e. g. at 12, 15 and 21 hours). During these times 
a loudspeaker watch would be kept in Stanley and camp trans
mitters must not be used except to pass emergency messages to 
Stanley. It was noted that the evening routines might be 
used to collect news from the farms for inclusion in a broadcast 
news bulletin.

It was agreed that tests should be made in order to fix 
the new site for the D.F.
to approach the Executive Engineer for the loan of the G.L. 
cabin for this purpose.

It was agreed that, under normal circumstances, the 
rest of the day might be used by the farms for their own 
purposes (e.g. talking between various points on the same farm 
or from farm to farm). If farms are allowed to use the sets 
in this manner then they might reasonably be expected to provide 
batteries and keep them charged. The technical members also 
thought that it might be possible to link the R/T service to the 
Stanley telephone system but it was agreed that this would be 
better left until after.the emergency services had come into 
operation.

Mr. Slade undertook to ascertain whether a suitable 
power supply was available at Fox Bay and the Chairman (in 
his capacity as Controller of A



(d) Maintenance of Radio Equipment.

(e) o ther than met e or ological.

about allocation of a suitable frequency 
It was agreed to recommend that;-

The Chairman stated that correspondence was going- on with the G.P. 0. 
for broadcasting.

It was noted, that the mechanic might perform a very 
useful service if he could also undertake repairs to private 
radio receivers. This might be included in his duties - 
particularly if special receivers are imported for receiving 
the Stanley broadcasts.

A qualified radio mechanic be recruited to maintain 
the radio equipment required to implement the proposalsmade 
a~f~previ ous mee tin^fs.

v//T Communi cat i ons ,

should be issued with the sets binding the 
ft0 keep the twice daily routines with Stanley, and 

^§.epve. fhe silence periods. The use of the frequencies 
5 megs should be forbidden to all holders of 

^gnsmitting licences in the Colony except where prior 
oj? r ang e me n t s a r e~~ mad e with t he S t an 1 ey co nt r 61 s t a t i on.

(c) Allocation of frequencies for broadcasting.

In reviewing all the proposals which have been put 
forward, it was agreed that provision should, be made for the 
repair and maintenance of the new equipment which would be 
required to implement them. The committee therefore agreed 
to recommend that:-

Action on frequency allocation should be left in 
abeyance until advice had been received from the B. B. C. on 
the typeTirr’and frequencyCies^ of the transmitter^ s) to^b~e 
used for the proposed service.

The technical members noted that there were several 
stations in South America operating on frequencies and with 
powers which were probably not approved internationally* 
Hence, when the B.B. C. frequency recommendations are 
received, it will be advisable to explore the region dose 
to these, for coast stations which might cause interference.

‘ ? '

thA^-p^llb'tPUC'te<i at a11 times from Stanley and the Committee 
^hereiore recommend that:-

It was agreed that all recommendations should await 
the return of Er. Mercer from the United Kingdom but it was 
noted that provision might have to be made for reception 
of telegrams on a large scale at Deception Islands if and 
when the whaling factory opens up. This, in addition to 
meteorological requirements, might justify a request for 
extra frequencies in the 4 8 and 17 megacycle bands so 
that two simultaneous channels can be used for working in 
Stanley.



/ L bSeoort on the Findings of the ~.7/T Gomtnlttee.

The requirements fall under four main heads:-

1. Trie Broadcasting Service.

2.

0o.arnuni c a t ions with the aircraft7.

4.

Broadcasting.I.

The Existing Service and Sumiiary of Requirements.

i
Bindings- oi‘ the Committee.

Frequency of Transmission.1.

k /transmitter

high frequency transmission would 
reception in the Dependencies.

It is not proposed to broadcast separate programmes 
simultaneously to the two areas.

which is to cover the Colony 
with particular emphasis on educational

It was agreed that 
ive the most reliable

>

- this covers direction finding aids in addition to ground-air communications.

(b) For meteorological Purposes 
in both the Colony and Dependencies.

The proposed new service is intended to cover both 
the Falkland Islands and Dependencies. Its prime function 
will be to provide a reliable service in the Falkland 
Islands, during daylight, for educational purposes but 
it must also be capable of reception both in the Falkland 
Islands and Dependencies for purposes of entertainment.. 
These latter programmes would normally be confined to the 
evenings.

The alternative would be to use a frequency between
1.5 and 3.0 I.ic/s (i.e. less than that of the existing

\;/T 0 ommun i c a t i on s.
(a) A>11 '.j/T traffic (excluding het.) in both the Falkland Islands and Dependencies.

The committee was formed to enquire’’ into and report 
upon all outstanding radio requirements o/f the Colony and. 
to recommend the best ways of meeting thejm.

It was also generally agreed that medium frequencies 
would provide the most stable reception in the Falklands 
(and would therefore be most suitable for schools broad
casts) but it was suggested that even a high powered, 
transmitter might not have the necessary range (about 1p0 
miles) to cover the Falklands.

The present broadcast service, which was intended to 
cover the Falkland Islands only, is operated from a transmitter working on 8*7 metres, which has an output 
of about 40 watts. Reports indicate that reception is 
poor at times, particularly after dark during the winter 
months.

and Dependencies, broadcasts.
R/T,. Communicat ions

the purpose of which would be to provide a means of passing emergency calls to -Stanley and 
also to facilitate the operation of the aircraft.
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2. Location of Studio and ?ransmittin Equipment.

;L PL.

j-pecialist advice on Broadcasting -Scheme.7

T

R/T 0Q/— leut ions11.
Smniary of Require u ts.

Findings of the Committee.
1. A. per onC-T calls.

k

-A..

!D IN THE OPEN
k> LJ'Ja ,,.J

TSI [ITTE 3 PULP

/2

■ it. jd-h -i;ri',L 
LOCATION AT THS~A/T STATL_ 
HCNIH RED BY g/T jT.'.TlCr_J‘g/ 
TH® ' E C L . ’ ID FRO] ■ 1 1 1ST A

HJILDIITG SHOULD BE COjTVERTED TO 
.1 X. . ill .1 R’ S BO( TH BE PRC 7TDED

' . C I l . - .11:111 _Cg
HSHITTE S^STUDIO
REFERRED TO THE 3 

_____ Ik kg - - k?k .1 
appendix 1 ).

/ 4
This -would give improved reception during 
hlrh introduces a further problem because 
owned receivers in the Falklands do not 

If a frequency in this band 
a solution might be to purchase a quantity 

} built to cover the appropriate 
correspondence from the Secretary of State 
suggests that these might be available at 

could therefore be sold or rented cheaply.

HOUSE
IN TH

If the R/T sets are built to 
work on a crystal controlled frequency (a necessity i:J the 
sets are to be easy to operate) then it should be possible 
to keep a loud-speaker watch in Stanley for emergency calls 
from any station. The watch would not need to be continuous 
but might be kept for several minutes after certain specified 
hours and. since calls of this nature are likely to be 
infrequent, it would not justify the employ ent of a full 
time operator.

Government and the Sheepowners1 Association have al
ready agreed that, if Government link the main far: is to 
Stanley,the farms will provide telephone or R/T links with 
outlying houses.

The prime purpose of an R/T 
service would be to pass cmergercy calls (e.g. in cases of 
sickness) to and from Stanley, and to assist with the 
operation of the aircraft.

It was ' 
agreed that the problems of frequency and power output must 
be referred to a specialist authority and the committee 
therefore recon .lend that:-

■transmitter).

ggf this frequency ran^e. 
-o chosen, then r -H-.'.L.. 
of specially made receivers, 
£ange. Recent 
Lor the Colonies 
low cost and

The 
existing aerials are in a poor location near sea level and 
it is recommended that:-

il EXISTING E. & T
_ ■ - PIC .. D y 3
T( ' ' ILL.

’HE BROADCASTING SERVICE, IHCLUDI1TG 
!'D REDUFFI3IGIT EQUIPMELN?, BUILDINGS 
-0- 0% OTHER SPECIALIST AUTHORITY

T TTlil hl I' TO... .Tlik . (see

The ideal site for the new. studio would be in the new 
Tow?3 Hall, but, this being impossible, the committee re- 
commend that:-
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Use of the sets for Parra Business.3-

The commit te therefore recommend that:-

-

&

(e) WORK A MOMMWAOiW RQUTIO BATTS-

/TO

■?'

k
(b) hAIHT.iII7 A LOUDSPEAKER AxTCh FOR EALRGEHCY 

CALLS FOR T23H HIHUT21S EVERY 3 HOURS Al EiT'JETER 
THE OFFICE 13 OCCUPIED.

If the sets are to be used in this manner, the
comnii11pe sugest that P-kRL.S 3E .AAED TC PROVIDE .LTD 
EAIHTAIH THS 6 OR 12 VOLT PC 2JL SUPPLY FOR THS TRffiSMITTERS.

The committee also have it in mind that farm R/T 
sets might be linked to the Stanley telephone system so 
that farms could talk direct to Stanley telephone sub
scribers. This is a matter which should be investigated 
aft ,r the equipment has been brought into use. It was 
noted that VHP equipment is now used in the United King
dom for links such as these, but the cost would be pro
hibitive.

X u-

g

The committee appreciate that it would be impossible 
for stations to stand by indefinitely and it is therefore 
proposed that two fixed routines, one in the morning and 
one in the evening, be hept daily. During these routines 
the farms would be told of any proposed flights during, the 
next 21;. hours and arrangements made for selected stations 
to pass reports to Stanley as required. These routines 
would also be used by the farms to indicate any requirements 
they might have for the aircraft. The evening routine might 
also be used to collect any items of news which the farms 
might have to offer fox’ inclusion in a daily news bulletin 
to be broadcast from the Stanley radio station.

(a) COLLECT ROUTINE J LEAF ER REPORTS FROL; SELECTED 
STxTICYS ( e.g. PORT oTEFHElA, RCA 3 AZ, 
PEBELE ISLA7D)

1. THE R/T SETS SHOULD BE BUILT TO OPERATE OK
CRY 3T ..A- OCYTRCLLED PRE gU. JI CIDS Ail JH ‘7CULD EEL ALE A LOUD- 
SPACER AiTCH TC 3 J EEA1 IF AA..AJ7, RCA Eh Lu?. ? CY O.ALS.

Information for ..Jir cruft -lights.
. It 13

Uusiraole that weather reports should be available from 
several stations along the track of every proposed flight. 
J.ne reports should be collected shortly before take-off, 
ana, where flights have to be made in unfavourable con
ditions (e.g. for a' sick case) it would be necessary to 
Reep in touch with these stations along the route until 
the flight is completed.

It is 
apparent that, under normal cire distances, the R/T sets 
would be available for* other purposes, EYOEFT DY-LIHG- THE 
TUG DAILY ROUTTUES AUD THE SILEKCE : PERIODS. 11 must
however* be borne in mind that, since all sets will be 
working on the same frequency, they can only be used for 
one purpose at any one time. It would therefore he 
necessary for inter-far..! conversations to take place at 
pre-arranged times only, which must be respected by other 
stations.

3. THE E^ IPAAT SHOULD BE OPERATED BY FETE PROLOG I CAL 
OFFICE STAFF TOj-

2: TmE ST ARLEY R/T ST ATIOR A AULD EE A? THE FETEOR- 
OLCr--ICAL. OFFICE >
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Findings of the Cormnitt<3s•

possible

? e c o f: 1 .e n d t ha t: -

• 4 (a) ..'/T C0!imuni c a t i on s.

01 »r> iunicc.t4 ~n..\- 10? het.
The existing service and summary of requirements.

1

Certain -reports selected .from a number of countri

L /

2.
.m 'm -g 
,\ID ./? j?h.

mil.
’ g ’

• v.dvdt h , I?..: 
hLtoichio.d.
; DiRdcriiC'

HE SECCTTD R/T 
?ch •■.¥. \ ;ih
-■ y

ae
Ai . &LED II[ THE W/T

S ' ( DI SECTION i '¥ DI ■/■

The set i ■ nat present installed in the meteorologic.-.1 
Office but tests 'nave shown that the D.j\ section will not 
function and that the maxinu.i range of the R/T link is only 
3_z miles.

t 11 • /■ 
; /LhJ, BUT STJfVIQ I EHTLY 
PH DIN - APR i UTU 3 ' hhh

Ih
TC . - y fl .r] p f pj_Q J I p y/ -I.gjg ■■¥?. fc rI- 
.u 1 _Yk ■ d f m ... ; -V K , ;• ,J T '112-?. .RH 
PC 722 5 .TIC J.

1. er . : . ' c:? ; 1 
..j" 1 .he. .. ; / . :

h .2 . . .h .h h 2 - 2 f_ 
p :tcti,oj\

There also seems to be a case for requesting additional 
frequency allocations in the appropriate bands, so that 
two-channel working could be undertaken when necessary.

It was agreed that, if
, provision should be made for contacting the air

craft during flight anywhere over t.ie Tai’elands. site 
on □anger Hill woul prob holy give considerably better 
ranc e on the 2/f'2 sets but the practical difficulties of 
laying power and. telephone lines from the town and getting 
stuff up to the site, caused this to be rejected.

. twin channel VHF/Dj? equip .ent is already available 
in 3t mley. T1 is e lipment JXicor ors tes a direction fin l- 
ing aid and t*‘ crystal controlled t/T units for com uni- 
eating with the aircraft from the gro md.

It was agreed that all rccom.iendations on this subject 
should be delayed until the return of the Supervisor Electrical and Telegraphs Department from the nited King
dom. It was however the general opinion of the other members 
of the committee that the transmitters at the ’.//T station 
; see aopexdix 2) should prove adequate for all existing 
:/.T com fit aents, including meteorological, once an adequate 
cower supply is available.

Instei d; he com li 11 ee

£pjn<unications with the aircraft.

Eeteorological 
observations are made at fixed hours which are agreed 
internationally. It isa'generally accepted international 
commitment that each station should collect reports from 
stations in its own territory and re-broadcast them in tig 
form of national collective messages, for use by other i(3c_ 
countries.

1. Oolloction end .li jt rib .tion of I u?or.m<t ion
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Gale.

Findings of the Committee.

2. Bqui rient fo.-? 1 note Centro], .ot^tipjj..

are then re-transmitted in the form of regional 
( ruguay performs this duty for the 
-. J.j and Dep ende no i e s).

collectives, ( 
Falkland Islands

Route forecasts should also be issued whenever the 
aircraft is in operation. In order to do this, special 
reports must be available from stations in the line of each proposed flight.

Forecasts and gale warnings should be issued 
locally as soon as possible after the completion of 
each synoptic chart and a similar service should also 
be provided for ships operating nearby.

'1 • A remote Control
Station at the let eorolo.. .icul Office.

nLL I1JC1I1 • A ~J U.lllh 11111 l.JTCCRCLt U-IO. A
■ lldSDL'JD 3'1 A COATRCL oT^TIOn AT Thli |!
t;a; -... LcziQ-Y. attioj, jlt ..a1 tis H
AAIT W/T STATIC!‘ V;

In order to relieve 
the congestion at the \.'/T station and do away with 
the need for telephoning messages to and from the 
meteorological Office, it is recommended that:-

lap analyses are then broadcast at fixed times for 
use by^dependent forecasters (e.g. with the whaling 
fleets) and by meteorological services in other count
ries.

It is 
desirable that meteorological transmissions bo trans
ferred to specially allocated frequencies - thereby 
relieving the congestion on the existing channels. it 
would appear that this could be done with the existing 

equipment, once an adequate power supply is available ~ 
but it was agreed that A D3CI3IC1T Oil THd 
TC Bl • 3AD FC1 .111GROLOCICAL T IkFFIC 31AL3 Up < 
10113 ohllL APT A 1 ; AAA GF T 3AAAA..AATja^^ 
RICAL AJTD TELEGRAPHS 33SPARTKWT FROM THE. UWXTED KINGton*i

TA RCC.JIV.C13 AHO Til g-;TO'TRAA^illTl'A ?■
LISTA3 I" .All. DIX2 TO A.I3 RACRT, JILL .A 
TIB AACTE OCA AOL. —

These are all based on synoptic charts, for 
the completion of which it is necessary to intercept 
a number of national collectives. It is also desir
able to collect, for purposes of comparison, map analyses 
issued by other countries for adjacent areas.

2. Issue of Analyses, Bulletins, Forecasts 
warnings.
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g/ /ZSi.cnsion to Lqteorolo.:ical Office.

4. •Staff.

Collection of Jcnkn fro t lie , m j ax* c t i o De .3 en—.> • 
dencies.

6.

II .het corp lo.; io al .Services for Shilling./ •

./■ -5'

Maintenance of Radio equipment.

L

Arrangements for broadcasting these collectives 
should be based on the report from this officer.

■■n

c

.... forecaster is to be sent to Couth Georgia for 
the 1949-30 whaling season and he will be reporting on 
the possibilities of compiling a short South Georgia 
collective icssage of reports from Grytviken, Husvik 
Leith and any whale catchers or factories which can be 
induced to c:-operate.

■ •//l 1It would probably still be necessary for the 
station staff to switch on and monitor the transmitter.

A SpIT.kLZ 
ggSFSIOK WILL B3 ITBC3SSARY TO H0bT33 T3B W/T

r-' : “J-.L

Provision should be made for checking corrupt 
groups. This will presumably be done by Meteorological 
Office staff if a trass, litter is eventually available 
but, in the meantime, might be done by k/T station staff 
in the subsequent’traffic routines.

It was noted that the mechanic might also provide a 
usef-1 service if he could undertake repairs to private 
receivers. This work might be included in his duties - 
particularly if special receivers are imported in connec
tion with the broadcasting scheme and are issued on a 
rental basis.

The Supervisor, Electrical Telegraphs Department 
is anxious to improve the present ship-shore service and 
orcvision of meteorological services for snipping should 
await action on this.

k kkip kkkn.. Id 2k R3kkkT.JP TC ..kkJR kk
kf : R.jJIC kRkkkkJ kJ I kb T’ IRPLkkk THE
kckik 'Ck kk 0Ch...rJTkJ.

It was agreed that kJ k(, RCLC -I1-jJ CRPICE 
■kt- • k.'kk c?- :R kJ '? jfkkH kJ k-.C ..DDITICkf. 
■.kkkTJfTg PRO'IIDTD Tl..k J. TCTJ.L CT Ilk .k.JIsTkkS frfic 
TRRIlkP k .JkD hCRSE.

In reviewing 
the proposals made above it was agreed that provision 
should be made for the repair and maintenance of the 
new equipment (particularly R/T) required to implement 
them." The committee therefore recommend that:-

The trans..litteiB at most of the Dependencies sta
tions are not sufficiently powerful to ensure good re
ception in Stanley. It was therefore agreed that Deccot
ion' Island, which has a transmitter with an output of 
JkQ wattsshc;-rl J.colic st reports from all stations and 
re-truns.-.it t'acse in the form of a broadcast collective 
message :.t 121^, 1d1>~and. 231 p G.LI.T.

Jellact ion of Reports from scuta Georgia.

R3kkkT.JP
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-uPDDNDIX I.

studied this question

the,

J m Ibjjct of the Falkland islands Broadcasting

halls7U

''Kv

to

/

h.
■•C)

discussed in 
to provide.
of the Committee,

< © IJL. ■; [Ds.

2. _____________________________________________
service is to give clear reception in all parts of the 
Colony itself. '?he service, which will operate both during 
the day and after .dark, will be used also for Educational 
Broadcasts. 'deception must therefore be of a high standard 
and as free as possible from fading and distortion. The 
direction of the transmission can lie almost entirely between

* South Vest and Zest -forth West, but there are several 
settlements t : the forth West and forth within about 50 miles, 
and these must be adequately served. The country is in 
general undulating poor-class pasture, with rocky ridges up 
to about 1,000 feet* in height but there are a number of peaks 
between 2,000 and 3,000 feet, especially in the ..est Falkland. 
The maximum transmitter-to-receiver distance is about 150 
miles. Apart from Educational Broadcasts, it is hoped that 
programmes will include relays of features from the. B.B.O. 
short-wave service, broadcasts of B.B.C. recordings, and 
local ’’outside broadcasts” from, churches, halls, etc.

Committee has recently studied this question, and 
some detail the services which it is desired 
Ihe following summary, based on the discussions 

. ) has been prepared with two aim of giving
su-.^.iciont information t enable technicians in t’he United 
kingdom to recommend suitable equipment. In doing so they 

^ind the question of cost. As an indication 
oi the amount of money likely to be available for the scheme, 

should note the fact the The Governor has provisionally 
ear marked a sum of £5>000 for the renewal of broadcasting 
facilities in the Colony, basing his estimate on the assumption 
that one broadcast transmitter would be sufficient. Should 
the experts feel (as most members of the Committee do) that 
an additional transmitter will be required for the Dependencies 
then he would make further provision. They should note also, 
that the present studio equipment is of little value and will 
have to be replaced within the total sum available. T^ey 
should therefore endeavour to ensure that tin cost of the 
ain items recommended by them lies within the desired limits 

in order to allow for the way additional items - switches, 
microphones, leads, insulators, cables, masts etc. - which 
will be required to complete the installation.

3- The Falkland Islands Dependencies Service (both 
operated from fort Stanley, the capital) is intended to 
provide good r ception in the Dependencies in an arc 
extending from south Georgia to the Southern part of 
Grahamland. In this area the standard of reception need 
not be quite so high as in the case of the Colony service, 
but adequate signal strength day and night throughout the 
year is essential. f?he maximum transmitter-to-receiver 
distance will not exceed 1,500 miles. The reception of 
this service in South America as far away as the River 
Plate may be considered desirable but is not essential. 
Many of the programmes broadcast in the Colony service 
will be considered suitable for broadcasting.to listeners 
in the Dependencies, who will not, however, in general, be 
interested in schools broadcasts and other items of 
restricted interest. It is not envisaged that occasions' 
are likely to arise when the two services will be required
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to broadcast different programmes s imultaneously.

(d) Dual-purpose turntables for the broadcasting

Other associated studio equipment.

/transmitter

of ordinary gramophone records and B.B.C. 
recordings.

8. Finally, an Ionospheric measuring station is 
maintained in Stanley by the Radio Division of D.3.I.R. 
The results obtained by this station may be of assistan 
to the experts and are available on application to '.Dr. Smith-Rose-, Radio Division, D.S.f.L

5. ’ The Local .roadcast Re diffusion Bouio/ient at 
present in use in Stanley will also require replace.lent. 
The new equipment should be capable of feeding up to 400 
high-imps dance loudspeakers by landline; at a maximum 
distance of one ano & ha.if miles - the loudspeakers them
selves are already available and will not Require to be 
replaced. The programmes in this service will be 
materially those in the domestic radio service, with the 
addition of purely local announcements.

6. To complete these arrangements it is intended to 
provide a Central Broadcasting Studio in which will be 
located the fo1lowing:-

(c) Local rediffusion equipment (loudspeakers).

(a) g system of '’diversity reception” to enable 
incoming short-wave broadcasts’ to* be. received 
and rebroadcast without serious fading. This 
would presumably entail the purchase of a 
first-class high-diversity receiver, and the 
advice of the B.B.C. (or other qualified agency) on this very specialised aspect is of particular 
importance.

7• In connection with the studio the technical 
advisers may wish to knovz that the local Committee has 
recommended the building of receiving aerials close to 
the studio, but has advocated the installation of the 
trans:.litters some distance therefrom, linked to the studio 
by landline. The studio itself will be located in the 
new Town Hall now in course of erection. This arrangement 
will facilitate the broadcast of social and other events.

(b) A studio control panel to enable a single 
operator to handle normal studio broadcasts, 
the rediffusion of incoming short-wave pro
grammes, and outside broadcasts. (These 
last will' cue from so me half-dozen points 
in and near Stanley, by landline, a maximum 
distance of 2 miles.

4» The newer sullly will be provided from ,-j-nnase 50-cycles mains. The'transmitter (or transmitters) snoula 
naturally be capable of broadcasting both speecxi ^nd music, 
and should a separate trans.litter be considered necessary to 
serve the Dependencies, this should also have provision ±or I.■. C. Y:. operat i on.
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AfPBnDIX II

Transmitters available at the ../? Station

1 . 3.7/.B. kilowatts.
- frequency coverage H to 1/ megs.

2. - output up to 3i kilowatts.S.u.B. 8.
~ frequency coverage U -17 megs.

lacks an alternator ano. is not in use.
3* ~ output up to 3 kilowatts.

frequency coverage 2 - oOO kilocycles.
u. G. hO - output up to 300 watts.

8, • legs.- frequency coverage 2 -

- kept on h .legs for j. Georgia and Bases

at night.

~ can operate on both R/T and I.C.,,’.
G. hO output up to 500 watts.

and 137*3 ~ 550 kilocycles (latter range
not yet installed).

- frequency coverage 6 - 2p megs.

8 Q - output up to 3s


